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Chairman Wilson, Co-Chairman Cardin, Ranking Members Cohen and Wicker, and the members of the Helsinki Commission, on behalf of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, thank you for the opportunity to testify. Israel just suffered the worst terrorist attack in its history, Ukraine is struggling to evict Russian forces from its territory, and Taiwan watches ominously as China threatens to invade.

**Israel’s War Against Iran and Its Proxies**

The world woke up on October 7 to learn of a surprise attack by the Iran-backed Hamas terrorist organization. Hamas entered Israel from its base of operations in the Gaza Strip and killed more than 1,300 people, injured around 2,000, and kidnapped nearly 200, including more than a dozen Americans.

The Gaza Strip has been the source of horrific violence ever since Hamas took the coastal enclave by force in the Palestinian civil war of 2007. Hamas rule has led to periodic battles between Israel and Hamas, notably in 2008, 2012, 2014, and 2021, with sporadic flare-ups in between. The Israelis have restrained themselves in previous rounds of fighting. This will not be the case now, as the country prepares to respond to the worst terrorist attack in its 75 years of existence.

However, there is still the very real possibility that this could be the beginning of a regional war. The Islamic Republic of Iran has been fighting a proxy war against Israel for years. It has armed and funded groups like Hezbollah in Lebanon and the Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) in the West Bank and Gaza, in addition to Hamas. Together, these groups possess more than 180,000 rockets and other foreboding military capabilities that could be unleashed in concert against Israel. This is what Israel, with help from the Biden administration, is endeavoring to prevent.

The Iranian-led axis has prepared for this moment, however. For several years, sporadic reports have pointed to the existence of a “nerve center” in Beirut designed to coordinate the activities of the Iran-backed terrorist groups and target Israel more efficiently.¹

The groups have not been shy about it. On April 9, 2023, after Hamas fired 30 rockets at Israel, the leaders of Hamas and Hezbollah met in Beirut to discuss their joint strategy against Israel.² They released photos depicting their conversations beneath photos of former Iranian supreme leader Ruhollah Khomeini and current supreme leader Ali Khamenei. The message was unmistakable: the Iran-led axis was preparing for a coordinated war.

Hints of this nerve center’s existence were first apparent during the 2021 rocket war between Israel and Hamas. Violence simultaneously erupted in several Arab-Israeli towns, suggesting a
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modicum of coordination. After the war’s end, Israeli officials began noting an uptick in West Bank violence. Israeli security services believe that Hezbollah (by way of Iran) is the primary source for the weapons flooding the West Bank.

To Israel’s alarm, the Biden administration has consistently pursued policies that increase the resources available to Tehran for its aggression. Through its dogged and determined efforts to reach a nuclear deal with the regime, the White House was prepared to offer significant sanctions relief that would only help the Islamic Republic replenish its coffers to arm its proxies. The recent transfer of $6 billion in a prisoner swap, along with $10 billion in other sanctions relief, is a disappointing example of how this misguided policy has contributed to the current crisis. One gets a sense that the Biden administration will need to reassess its Iran policy when this crisis concludes.

**Israel, Syria, and the Russian Bear**

In recent years, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) has thwarted Iranian designs to create a new Hezbollah-like terror proxy on the Golan Heights. The Iranian regime has repeatedly tried to move assets and personnel to the Syrian border with Israel. Israel has repeatedly destroyed most, if not all of it. Iran-backed militias still operate in Syria, but they are generally deterred.

The presence of Russian forces in Syria has complicated Israeli efforts to disrupt the pipeline that delivers Iranian weapons to Hezbollah. Russian missile defense systems in particular have forced Israel to take significant precautions in the ongoing effort to prevent the smuggling of advanced Iranian precision-guided munitions (PGMs) from Syria to Lebanon, where Hezbollah may be preparing to use them. Unlike the “dumb” or unguided rockets that Hezbollah and Hamas have fired at Israel in the past, these rockets are equipped with navigation systems. They can strike targets with a 10-meter margin of error.

Fortunately, the Russian presence has not significantly hindered Israel’s freedom of action in Syria. The Israeli strikes on these weapons transfers continue, often with Russian knowledge, and the number of PGMs in Hezbollah’s possession is still manageable. Whether this continues to be the case during the current conflict remains to be seen.

As for Gaza, Russia has played a somewhat ambivalent role in the current fighting. Russian President Vladimir Putin spoke with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and offered to broker calm. Days earlier, however, Hamas thanked Putin for his support, which included a Russian-proposed United Nations Security Council resolution hostile to Israel that did not even
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mention the Hamas slaughter of 10/7. In previous years, Moscow has fought alongside Iran and Hezbollah forces to protect the Assad regime during the Syrian civil war. Putin has also been complicit in Iranian sanctions-busting schemes that have supported Hamas and Hezbollah.

**Ukraine’s War to Repel Russian Aggression**

Putin launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022. He believed Ukrainian resistance and Western resolve would be weak. However, Ukrainian troops and civilians alike met the Russian invaders with a fierce resistance. Moscow failed to quickly decapitate the government in Kyiv. Western materiel soon flowed in significant quantities, allowing the Ukrainians to stay in the fight and eventually regain some of their territory. And despite Russian efforts to divide the West, Ukraine’s backers have remained committed.

Unfortunately, the war in Ukraine will not end anytime soon. Putin appears determined to fight on. He seems to believe that he can outlast Western resolve. Growing skepticism toward Ukraine aid, particularly within the GOP, reinforces this belief.

Fortunately, Western sanctions have eroded the Russian economy, although defense production continues despite these measures. Thus, if Western aid for Ukraine doesn’t keep pace, Russian forces could eventually wear down Ukraine.

For the United States, this war’s stakes are high. Failing to defeat Russia’s aggression would only embolden Putin. This could negatively impact our ability to deter Iran right now, not to mention China at some point in the future, particularly as it weighs a Taiwan invasion.

Like the Israelis, the Ukrainians are not asking for American boots on the ground. They are, however, requesting the weapons they need to defend themselves. By acceding to their request, we do exceptional harm to one of America’s three primary adversaries at the cost of roughly 3.5 percent of our defense budget.

**Russia and Iran Unite**

Russian-Iranian relations have deepened and broadened considerably since Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine began. Moscow has doubled down on its partnership with Iran to counter Western pressure and to secure arms for its war against Ukraine. Russian support in return has rendered Tehran a more potent threat to America’s interests in the Middle East.
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9 @FDD, X, September 25, 2023. ([https://twitter.com/FDD/status/1706357925319430409](https://twitter.com/FDD/status/1706357925319430409))
Even before Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine, Iran and Russia were pursuing ways to counter U.S. sanctions, such as boosting their use of dollar alternatives and establishing financial clearing mechanisms outside of the U.S.-led system. In January 2023, Russia and Iran signed an agreement linking their respective alternatives to SWIFT, the Brussels-based interbank messaging systems on which most banks rely.

Since the war in Ukraine’s onset, Russia has received various unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) from Iran, most notably the Shahed-136 and Shahed-131 one-way attack drones, which help Russia deplete Ukraine’s supply of interceptor missiles. Tehran even sent advisors to train Russian personnel in occupied Ukrainian territory. Russia has reportedly launched over 2,000 Shahed UAVs since late summer 2022.

As part of a $1 billion deal with Tehran, Moscow has sought to produce Shahed-136 UAVs domestically. Russia and Iran are reportedly cooperating to design a new engine that will increase the drone’s range and speed.

Iran has supplied various types of materiel to Russia, most importantly artillery shells and rockets. According to an April 2023 Wall Street Journal report, Tehran provided Moscow with 300,000 artillery shells over the prior six months. Iranian supplies may have accounted for over 15 percent of Russia’s artillery shell consumption during that period.

In return for Iran’s assistance, Moscow has stepped up its support for Tehran’s military. As White House spokesman John Kirby said in December, Russia provides Iran “an unprecedented level of
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military and technical support that is transforming their relationship into a full-fledged defense partnership.\textsuperscript{19}

Tehran seeks to acquire Russian-made Su-35 fighter jets, attack helicopters, radars, and Yak-130 combat trainer aircraft, according to Kirby.\textsuperscript{20} Iran has reportedly received at least two Yak-130 combat trainer aircraft already.\textsuperscript{21} Moscow has also sent Tehran some captured Western weapons from Ukraine. These reportedly include Javelin and NLAW anti-tank guided missiles and Stinger MANPADS.\textsuperscript{22}

In August 2022, a few weeks after Putin traveled to Iran in his first trip outside the former Soviet Union since Moscow’s full-scale invasion,\textsuperscript{23} Russia launched a Khayam remote-sensing satellite into orbit for Tehran.\textsuperscript{24} Russia also provided Iran with cyber and other tools designed for espionage and repression.\textsuperscript{25}

Iran-Russia military cooperation also appears to include a coordinated effort to push U.S. forces out of Syria. Senior military and intelligence officials met in November 2022 and agreed to establish a “coordination center.” As part of this effort, Iran has attacked U.S. forces.\textsuperscript{26} Russia has repeatedly harassed U.S. manned and unmanned aircraft over Syria. Pentagon officials have raised concerns about Russian aircraft collecting intelligence on U.S. bases in Syria, warning that Russia will likely transfer the intelligence to Iran.\textsuperscript{27}

The Looming Assault on Taiwan

Amidst this tumult, concerns are mounting about a Chinese war of aggression against Taiwan. The embattled democracy is already under intense pressure from China’s authoritarian regime.
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Since becoming leader of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in 2012, Chinese leader Xi Jinping has ramped up the mainland’s campaign against Taiwan, especially following President Tsai Ing-Wen’s 2016 election. China’s relentless maneuvering to diplomatically isolate Taiwan has pushed 10 nations to switch their allegiance from Taipei to Beijing. These and other successes, combined with the muted response from Western powers, have bolstered China’s conviction that time and geopolitics are on its side.

China’s campaign deploys all elements of its national power to systematically erode the island nation’s standing on the global stage and its stability at home. Beijing’s soft power strategy includes not merely isolating Taiwan but actively destabilizing it. In addition, China utilizes subversive tools like disinformation and electoral interference, seeking to corrode the political foundations of the state.

China rampanty employs disinformation campaigns to sow discord within Taiwan, attempting to manipulate public opinion, erode trust in the democratic process, and amplify pro-Beijing narratives. These campaigns often portray reunification as inevitable and stoke fears about the implications of resisting China’s advances. The blend of cyber warfare and disinformation paints a holistic picture of how Beijing uses the digital domain in its campaign against Taiwan.

Beijing is also waging economic warfare against Taiwan right now, owing to Taiwan’s economic dependence on the mainland. In 2021, Taiwan exported $188.91 billion in goods to mainland China and Hong Kong in 2021, accounting for 42 percent of Taiwan’s total exports. In comparison, U.S. trade accounts for 15 percent of Taiwanese exports. This has fostered deep ties between Taiwan’s business elite and their mainland counterparts, making Taiwan susceptible to pressure from Beijing. For example, under the pretense of pest concerns, China abruptly banned Taiwanese pineapples in 2021. The move was designed to hurt Taiwan’s agricultural sector, jeopardizing the livelihood of farmers. These and other targeted bans signal Beijing’s overriding intent: to utilize its significant market leverage to drive political outcomes, directly impact the livelihoods of Taiwan’s citizens, and subsequently erode the foundations of Taiwan’s democracy.

Beijing has also mounted increasingly brazen displays of military might to intimidate Taiwan. China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has escalated such displays since former U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s 2022 visit. Within a 24-hour span in mid-July, for example, 16 PLA warships approached Taiwan’s territorial waters, accompanied by over 100 Chinese sorties. This heightened, regularized military activity demonstrates China’s military capabilities and facilitates psychological warfare.
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Government entities offer differing time frames for a possible invasion of Taiwan. But the assessments only vary about when such an attack takes place, not if. This decision could be influenced heavily by the decisions made, and the deterrence gained or lost, by the United States in the Ukrainian and Israeli theaters.

**Strategic Solidarity Emerges**

In the broader geopolitical landscape, a disconcerting alliance among all three of these adversaries — China, Iran, and Russia — has emerged.

Russia and Iran have shown unwavering support for China’s ambitions concerning Taiwan. At a 2022 summit between Xi and Putin, the Russian president reaffirmed, “Taiwan is an inalienable part of Chinese territory.”

China and Russia continue to protect the Iranians at the United Nations and to help the regime evade Western sanctions. An appetite for Iranian oil in Moscow and Beijing helps to motivate this evasion effort, but it also clearly reflects a wider effort to weaken U.S. policy. And Iran and China have given Vladimir Putin the military tools and diplomatic cover he needs to wage war on Ukraine.

All three of these countries continue to challenge American allies and deepen their coordination. American policy must be to deny these countries the ability to work together in a way that challenges our friends or our interests.

**Recommendations**

Confronting U.S adversaries such as Iran, China, and Russia requires long term investments, planning, and strategy that spans the defense, intelligence, economic, and social spheres. The first step is fully funding and resourcing the Department of Defense (DoD). Through years of uncertain budgets, sequestration, and short-term spending bills, DoD has lacked the means to implement long-term plans to confront major U.S. adversaries. Timely and sufficient
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appropriations from Congress are crucial to meet current challenges and properly invest in future capabilities and technologies.

Their absence forces DoD to find short term fixes to problems rather than allow for longer term planning and implementation. Congress needs to break this cycle of continuing resolutions and provide a more predictable stream of resources.

The United States and our key allies are also dealing with unsecure supply chains and challenging procurement pathways. Our adversaries understand this weakness and have invested heavily in consolidating supply chains they can manipulate. The United States needs a procurement strategy that addresses these vulnerabilities while enhancing U.S. and allied abilities to procure materials and technologies in high demand during conflicts.

The United States is currently supporting several allies in major military conflicts. U.S. support is critical but it is also stretching U.S. stockpiles and the domestic manufacturing base. Congress should be asking specific questions about what systems are critical right now and how Washington can provide the means for our allies to defend themselves. In the case of Israel, there are several key items Washington can provide without massive investments in new manufacturing. These include precision munitions, small-diameter bombs, Tamir interceptors used by Iron Dome batteries. The United States could also transfer its own Iron Dome batteries to Israel for the duration of the war.

To combat China’s aggressive efforts to gain sway in developing nations, Congress should support transparent infrastructure financing initiatives as an alternative to cheap — and usually corrupt — Chinese infrastructure and financing programs. At the same time, Congress should continue to strengthen the screening of large investments in the United States through the CFIUS process to ensure Chinese companies are not gaining leverage over key sectors of the U.S. economy.

Finally, I recommend that Congress quickly pass a supplemental aid bill for Ukraine that provides enough funding to last through the 2024 election. The uncertainty caused by congressional inaction inhibits U.S. and Ukrainian planning and could force Ukraine to conserve munitions out of an abundance of caution. 40 This would only benefit Russia.

On behalf of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies, thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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